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The Farm
Keith Shields
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s I sat by the creek, separated from the surrounding cornfields
and imposing distant hillside by a few peacefully grazing cows
and a rusty, net-like wire fence with gray, knotty posts, I
watched the autumn wind undulate through the knee-high goldenbrown summer grasses and let it blow my hail- into whorls and
tangles.
I saw the butterflies flutter down into their congregation
in the sand beside the tinkling, rippling creek mumbling over submerged rocks, and I watched them tilt and balance in an attempt to
stay earth-bound while the wind teased their great capes of yellow in
the mid-day sunlight of the harvest season. The 1?10Vement of a
swiftly gliding shadow crossed the log embedded 111 the opposite
bank of the creek, movinz smoothly across the creek and past me as
if the rhythm of the wil~d had ~an-ied it 011. High abov~, dipping
and diving softly through the arr, foul- black buzzards cncled and
aimed toward the wood on the crest of the hill. I looked for a Ionstime at the hills that began 011 my grandfather's
farm and stretched
themselves grandly in gTeat bounds and tumbles of deep g~llIies and
high banks toward the southeast.
A few trees stoo~l plain on the
outline of the hilltop as definitelyorange,
othe.rs having Just begun
to appear light yellow and. the maJo.nty remall1l1lg stubbornly green,
contrasting
themselves WIth the fields below them and the dry
grasses at the bases of their black trunks.
These were the same
woods I had tramped through as a small boy and the same hill that
I had mountain-climbed
successfully many times in my childhood
fantasies.
It is a sad feeling one has when he can smell the autumn
dryness from the fields; but it is a deeper sadness that knots itself
in the middle of one's body when he realizes that the warm clays of
childhood are also in the season that has gone before.
Nevertheless,
the smells, the wind, the slow movements around me, the smack and
taste of autumn, gave me a sense of depth and relaxation.
The farm had always meant an added expansion, a feeling of
belonging, a closeness of horne without boundaries to me. From the
earliest memories of my life the farm had been a playground, a vastness whose depths my imagination could only hope to explore.
To
a three-year-old mind it held the challenge, the conquest, and the reward of the universe.
As I grew older such romantic thoughts
caIrned, but the fifty-acre farm remained a place to prove myself.
The farm animals-about
fifty chickens, ten cats, three cows, two
calves, and one dog-were
companions or enemies as the mood possessed me. No epic no romance no drama was too intricate to be
attempted on my gra'ndfatber's fa;-m. Dy the time .r l-eached adolesc~n~e my surnrnr-r
visits were as necessary a part of the year as
Christmas .. My privileges were understood-the
freedom of the farm
was mine. My responsibilities were self-imposed.
It was easy to
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view work as means to an end when, after my countless trips to the
hen house with a bucket of corn in one hand and a bucket of water
in the other, my grandmother
hied chicken f01· my last supper before I went home to the city. Regardless of how many buckets of
water I had carried to the calf in the upper pasture, how many
times I had sprung out of bed at five o'clock in the morning, or how
many times I had fallen into the creek trying to rescue the kitten
that could always follow me across the stepping stones but could
never follow me back, I would rather have seen my father's car explode by the horse trough than go back to the city.
It was more than my freedom and personal pleasure that made
my annual pilgrimage to the farm so successful.
My grandfather,
an airplane mechanic in the first world war, my o-rancll110ther, an
old-fashioned country girl who had left school in tl~ sixth grade to
marry my grandfather,
and my aunt Catherine, the only one of five
daughters who had never left home, lived together in the five-room
farm house.
The household, fr0111 my point of view, was one of
complete harmony.
My grandfather
was undoubtedly the head of
the farm, with his stubborn decisions backed by crippling years of
hard experience.
He would sit in his chair by the side of the house,
smoking his cigarette and telling me fascinatinv stories, some true
and some mostly fiction; yet he told them all with that philosophical
sternness that grandfathers
are so accustomed to. My grandmother,
who did all the cooking, was a quiet, peaceful soul with large laughing eyes and an imploring tone to her voice that could charm mad
dogs. Her knowledge of the culinary arts was as broad as her waistline. My aunt was an innocent creature who reminded me in many
ways of the hei fer calves that came every fall. She knew everything
there was to know about the farm animals she raisecl, and used her
knowledge in every practical way, She was great in industry, but
could always stop to answer my questions with patience and earn~st
instruction.
She would discuss many of the farm problems with
me, making me feel more adult and capable than I really was. ;\ fter the day had finished and the milking was taken care of, we would
all sit tozether
in the side yard , not fi fty feet from the clark . hulk
b
l'
of the barn whose hay mound ventilator gaped like a huge anima s
mouth.
Sitting there between my gl·anclparents, opposite my aunt,
while stars twinkled in the pitch-purple of night above us, I felt
secure.
Now, as I walk the familiar dusty lane, past the crisp tanned
cornstalks that rub their leaves hollow-soundina
aO"ainst one anD
h
I'
other, past the unused hog-house toward the barn and bouse, I rea l,ze
that this farm has been a greater single influence on my yersonallty
and mind than anything else outside my immediate falTJ1ly. It has
instilled within me a love for the great outdoors that I hope I shall
never lose. It was Illy first teacher of responsibility, showil:g 1:1enot
only how to take on responsibility but also the pride and feeling of
accomplishment that goes with a job well clone. The people on this
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farm have meant as much to me in the forming of good traits as my
own parents.
I am thankful that the farm has given me such a
relationship and such a firm foundation on which to continue growing, both physically and mentally.

Hurricane
George

Russell
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hurricane struck the .town with all the forc~ of a tigel: attackIng Its prey. It leapt upon the community with dernonlike fury
and chewed and clawed its way up the main street and across
~he residential district.
The steel water tank went down as though
It had been struck by a mighty, sweeping paw. Trees that hael wi.thst?ocl the ravages of many lesser storms toppled before the roaring
wind, The town hall's clock tower was crumpled as if it had I_)een
caught 111 the crush of monstrous jaws, while the beloved old timepiece that had chimed every hour for a century lay in a heap of
rubble, whining and clanging its death knell in harmony with the
howling tempest.
H.E

Sudden!y the tiger broke off his mauling.
The. winds died, and
the torrential downpour subsided to a drizzle; but It was as though
the tiger were only teasing his prey. For, as the t~wn began to revive and the eye of the hurricane rnovecl on, the big cat reattacked
and again fastened his claws in the town's back, ripping and tearing
everything that he had not destroyed in his first charge.
He picked
up t~lepl:one poles, roofs, automobiles, and scattered them across .the
CIty:In pIles. of toothpick-sized splinters and in gasoline-soaked piles
of Junk. Fmally, the tiger released his hold on the town and moved
off toward the everglades in search of a new victim.

